Healthcare professionals working in the ICU or the CCU have no room for error. They need to provide intensive long-term treatment and make life-saving decisions with confidence and accuracy.

Ovid offers critical care medicine specialists—physicians, nurses, and anesthesiologists, as well as medical and nursing students—one easy-to-use source for accessing current as well as archival literature to help them provide the highest quality of care. And with Ovid’s unmatched online search, discovery and management solutions, users can find precise information fast.

Why Critical Care Resources from Ovid?

- Over 100 books in Critical Care Medicine—half of them exclusive to Ovid
- Nearly 40 journals and journal archives—nearly 80% are only available online through Ovid
- Embargo-free access to all Critical Care Medicine journals
- Three cost-effective collections and packages—including LWW’s Critical Care Medicine Journal and Critical Care Book collections
- Search all Ovid resources with just a single search query
- Time-saving research productivity and technology tools for finding information fast and effectively manage search results

Over 100 Full-Text Resources Available via Ovid®
Core Journals, Books, and Collections in Critical Care Medicine

Journals

AACN: Advanced Critical Care, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
This official publication of the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses helps critical care and acute care nurses keep their practice up to date.

Critical Care Medicine, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
Impact Factor: 6.312, 4/27 (Critical Care Medicine)*
The official journal of the Society of Critical Care Medicine is targeted to clinicians and specialists who treat patients in the ICU and CCU, including chest physicians, surgeons, pediatricians, pharmacists/pharmacologists, anesthesiologists, and nurses.

Critical Care Nursing Quarterly, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
This highly topical and peer reviewed journal provides current practice-oriented information for improving clinical practice.

Shock®, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
Impact Factor: 3.045, 9/27 (Critical Care Medicine)*
The official journal of the Shock Society presents multidisciplinary studies that critically examine the etiology, mechanisms and novel therapeutics of shock-related pathophysiological conditions.

Books

Civetta, Taylor, and Kirby’s Critical Care, 4th edition, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
Doody’s Star Rating®: 3 stars, score: 83; Doody’s Core Titles: 2.73 - Health Sciences - Critical Care; Essential Purchase Title
Succinctly describes hundreds of errors commonly made in the emergency department, and gives practical, easy-to-remember tips for avoiding these pitfalls.

Critical Care Nursing Handbook, Jones and Bartlett Learning
Provides the latest treatment guidelines for the specific diseases and conditions most commonly found in the ER or ICU

Irwin & Rippe’s Intensive Care Medicine, 7th edition, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
Doody’s Star Rating®: 3 stars, score: 89; Doody’s Core Titles: 2.93 - Health Sciences - Critical Care; Essential Purchase Title
A comprehensive textbook covering both the theoretical and practical aspects of medical and surgical critical care.

Oxford Handbook of Critical Care, 3rd edition, Oxford University Press
Covers the principles of general management, and includes information on therapeutic and monitoring devices, specific disorders of organ systems, and more.

Collections & Packages

LWW Critical Care Medicine Book Collection, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
Includes nearly 70 books published by LWW

LWW Critical Care Medicine Journal Collection, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
Features 25 peer-reviewed journals from one of the leading sources of medical and nursing information

Emergency Department & ICU Essentials Package, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
A combination of 20 books and journals exclusive to Ovid and ideal for any hospital emergency department and Intensive Care Unit.

*2015 Journal Citation Reports® (Thomson Reuters, 2015).